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From its early focus on documentary film and nation building to its more recent spotlight on contemporary culture and feature filmmaking, Moroccan cinema has undergone tremendous change since the country's independence in 1956. In What Moroccan Cinema? A Historical and Critical Study, 1956D2006, Sandra Gayle Carter chronicles the changes in Moroccan laws, institutions, ancillary influences, individuals active in the field, representative films, and film culture during this fifty-year span.
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HTML, XHTML & CSS For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2008

	Packed with useful tips, techniques, and code examples


	Build quality Web pages with XHTML and add some pizzazz with CSS


	You don't have to be a master programmer to build great Web pages! This book shows you what HTML is about and how to use XHTML to format great-looking pages. Then...
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HTML and CSS Web Standards Solutions: A Web Standardistas' ApproachFriends of Ed, 2008

	This book will teach you how to build hand-crafted web pages the Web Standardistas' way: using well-structured XHTML for content and CSS for presentation.


	By embracing a web standards approach, you will hold the key to creating web sites that not only look great in all modern browsers, but also are accessible to a wide variety...
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Design and Analysis of Distributed Algorithms (Wiley Series on Parallel and Distributed Computing)John Wiley & Sons, 2006
This text is based on a simple and fully reactive computational model that allows for intuitive comprehension and logical designs. The principles and techniques presented can be applied to any distributed computing environment (e.g., distributed systems, communication networks, data networks, grid networks, internet, etc.). The text provides a...
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Spaces, Spatiality and Technology (Computer Supported Cooperative Work)Springer, 2005
What are the concerns of those who investigate spatiality across domains and across media? What is significant in these concerns - particularly for the design and evaluation of technology? How are these concerns represented? Can discourse from one domain inform work in another?
These are some of the questions addressed in this volume. It is...
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Numerical Integration: on Advanced Computer Systems (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 1994
This monograph is a comprehensive treatment of the theoretical and computational aspects of numerical integration. 
The authors give a unique overview of the topic by bringing into line many recent research results not yet presented coherently; the extensive bibliography lists 268 items. Particular emphasis is given to the potential...
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Biometric System and Data Analysis: Design, Evaluation, and Data MiningSpringer, 2008
Biometric systems are being used in more places and on a larger scale than ever before. As these systems mature, it is vital to ensure the practitioners responsible for development and deployment, have a strong understanding of the fundamentals of tuning biometric systems.  The focus of biometric research over the past four decades has...
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